
ferm LIVING Recruitment

Start date
Soonest possible

Location
Denmark 

Employment Type
Full-time

Contact
Louise Bonde, 
+45 7022 7523

Apply here

Life is full of contrasts. As we 
navigate expectations and dreams 
in search of meaning and comfort, 
we long for a balanced life with 
room to be ourselves. Based on a 
passion for authentic design and with 
responsibility at the heart of every 
choice we make, we create honest 
products and calm environments that 
inspire you to balance the contrasts in 
life. We create collections of furniture, 
accessories and lighting, so you can 
create space to feel comfortably you.

fermliving.com

Ecommerce 
Coordinator 
Denmark
Are you passionate about ecommerce and do you have a strong digital mindset? 
Do you have a proactive attitude, strong follow-through skills and an eye for detail? 
Then you might be our new ecommerce coordinator. 

About ferm LIVING 
We are a Danish design company that creates furniture, accessories, and lighting for the entire home. Founded in 2006, we 
work from our brand house in the heart of Copenhagen. We value authenticity, balance, curiosity, and courage – both in 
terms of our design aesthetic as well as our culture

About the role
The ecommerce coordinator is a hands-on position focused on handling day-to-day ecommerce responsibilities of 
our websites. In your role you will handle all on-site ecommerce efforts such as uploading and modifying products, 
implementing promotions and marketing content for our 5 (and growing) ecommerce websites. You oversee all 
merchandising, ensuring that our products are presented and aligned with the event theme and season. You will execute 
the sales and promotional calendar based on the overall marketing/PR plan which among other things includes email 
development for brand, promotional and triggered emails. On a weekly basis you will create briefs for homepage content, 
newsletters, and paid advertising and the same for seasonal activities such as sale and collection launches.

In addition, you will collaborate cross-functionally with marketing and the product team to increase customer satisfaction 
and drive sales and profitability through online experience. Other tasks include:

• Manage product catalogue in PIM and Shopify and general maintenance of all on-site content.
• Merchandising the websites with a great eye for details
• Manage and upload content to the site’s style guides and SEO best practices.
• Timely and accurate updating of product pricing and the like to ensure promotion effectiveness and to limit  

Customer Service calls/emails.
• Coordinate and test on-site campaigns (lead campaigns, promotion push etc.)
• Coordinate and execute collection launches on all our websites.
• Assist with paid advertising on Google and SoMe together with our digital agency Conversio

What are we looking for?
We are looking for a self-starter with a desire to learn. A key element to be successful in this role is to have strong 
follow-through and to be attentive to detail. You should be structured and approach tasks with initiative and commitment. 
Understanding of data is key and you feel comfortable working in various systems. You have a positive attitude towards 
new challenges and are good at communicating constructively with your surroundings - also under the pressure of tight 
deadlines.

• Preferably relevant degree from KEA, ITU, IBA, CBA. For example, as a bachelor’s in digital Concept Development
• Experience with ecommerce platforms such as Shopify is an advantage.
• You understand that we live in a world that is constantly evolving and your tasks will adapt to this.
• Independent and problem solver
• Outgoing, trustworthy and reliable with a can-do attitude

Interested? 
Then send your application and CV in Danish or English to us online. That is the only way we receive applications. We read 
applications on an ongoing basis, which is why we encourage you to submit your application as soon as possible. If you 
have any questions about the position, please contact Head of Ecommerce Louise Bonde, +45 7022 7523. We look forward 
to hearing from you.

https://fermLIVING.reqruiting.com/Pages/Application/Apply.aspx?id=14369

